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Abstract. Design Patterns are a format to capture the knowledge about successful solu-
tions to recurring design problems in a uniform, interconnected, and easily understood 
way. The format originated in urban architecture, but has made its way into software engi-
neering and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). This makes them an ideal format to pro-
vide guidelines for the design of Augmented Environments, which requires a highly inter-
disciplinary team to collaborate. 
 
The author, who published the original book on HCI design patterns, has worked on Aug-
mented Environments since 1995. He has captured his experience in designing such envi-
ronments within the patterns presented here. The chapter first introduces the design pattern 
format, gives practical tips for reading and writing design patterns, and presents the Aug-
mented Environments from which the patterns in this chapter were distilled. The main part 
of this chapter then consists of the collection of design patterns for Augmented Environ-
ments. These patterns provide practical guidance on how to create an Augmented Envi-
ronment, with a focus on architectural, interior design, software infrastructure, and user in-
terface considerations. The chapter includes nineteen such patterns connected into a 
network, as well as suggestions for additional patterns. 
1  AEs: A Highly Interdisciplinary Endeavor 
Designing user-friendly augmented environments requires expert input from 
many disciplines: architects for the overall space design, furniture designers for 
the physical “stuff” in the room, hardware integrators for the interactive devices, 
software engineers for the OS, middleware, and applications, HCI experts for de-
signing the users’ experience with the interactive technology, psychologists for 
judging the cognitive impact of the space, and social scientists to support specific 
activities and work patterns in the environment. Other interactive products usu-
ally only require a subset of these disciplines, but Augmented Environments are 
unique in that they demand the joined expertise of physical and virtual environ-
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ments, of physical space design and interaction design, to arrive at successful so-
lutions. 
2  Why Design Patterns?  
This chapter will review and summarize design recommendations for such 
spaces, pulled from all of the above disciplines. It will use a particular format for 
these recommendations, called Design Patterns. This is no coincidence: this for-
mat is, one might argue, almost destined to be used in this case. The reason is that 
design patterns, just like Augmented Environments, have developed at the cross-
roads of traditional architecture and HCI. 
The idea of pattern languages was originally conceived by architect Christo-
pher Alexander. Each pattern of his large collection [Alexander, Ishikawa, Sil-
verstein, Jacobson, Fiksdahl-King and Angel 1977] captured a successful solu-
tion to a recurring problem in urban architecture, from ideal sizes for working 
neighborhoods, to the right layout of a street cafe front, down to details such as 
the distribution of seating areas in a single room. Each pattern carried a descrip-
tive name and described its problem, solution, examples and connections to other 
patterns on several pages of text and images in a uniform, highly structured for-
mat, making it easy for the reader to pick up these design recommendations. The 
connections to other patterns formed a graph called a pattern language. The the-
ory behind pattern languages was laid out in [Alexander 1979], and a sample pro-
ject using them in [Alexander, Silverstein, Angel, Ishikawa and Abrams 1988]. 
Alexander actually wrote his patterns not for professional architects, but for 
the inhabitants, or users(!), of a building or neighborhood, to create an interdisci-
plinary vocabulary that would allow them to express their interests and prefer-
ences in the design process in a user-centered way. This idea implements well-
known results from psychological research about verbal recoding: “When there is 
a story or an argument or an idea that we want to remember […], we make a ver-
bal description of the event and then remember our verbalization” [Miller 1956]. 
The idea can be recalled when its short name is remembered. 
Around 1987 [Beck and Cunningham 1987], software engineering picked up 
and quickly adopted the pattern format, though not quite the larger ideas behind 
it. The Gang of Four book on patterns in software engineering [Gamma, Helm, 
Johnson and Vlissides 1995] became one of the most widely known program-
ming titles, but unlike Alexander’s, its patterns were not readable by non-experts 
or users, and they did not adopt Alexander’s inherent goal of creating more hu-
man-friendly environments, as he pointed out in [Alexander 1996]. Nevertheless, 
annual Pattern Languages of Programming (PLoP) conferences have continued to 
refine the otherwise successful concept of patterns in software engineering. 
The “true heir” to the design patterns idea is arguably HCI, not software engi-
neering. Both architecture (in the physical world of buildings) and HCI (in the 
virtual world of user interfaces) deal with the task of making these environments 
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as humane to use as possible. Software engineering, on the other hand, is con-
cerned with the construction of robust underpinnings and structures for this user 
experience—much in the way structural engineering complements the work of 
the architect. 
Surprisingly, Alexander’s ideas were referenced as early as 1986 by several 
seminal HCI books [Norman and Draper 1986], [Norman 1988, p. 229], [Apple 
1992]. Still, it wasn’t until the late 90s that the concept was explored more rigor-
ously in HCI [Barfield, Burgsteden, Lanfermeijer, Mulder, Ossewold, Rijken and 
Wegner 1994], [Bayle, Bellamy, Casaday, Erickson, Fincher, Grinter, Gross, 
Lehder, Marmolin, Moore, Potts, Skousen and Thomas 1998], [Granlund and La-
frenière 1999], [Borchers 2000b], [Borchers 2000c], [Borchers, Griffiths, Pem-
berton and Stork 2000]. In 2000, the author published the first book on HCI de-
sign patterns [Borchers 2000]. Since then, several successful titles have followed 
[van Duyne, Landay and Hong 2006], [Tidwell 2005]. 
So far, the most thorough review of Alexander’s work and its implications for 
HCI can be found in [Borchers 2000]. [Dearden and Finlay 2006] compares re-
cent HCI design pattern collections. 
3  The Pattern Format 
The design patterns in this chapter are arranged such that they deal with design 
decisions in the rough order that they are faced when planning an Augmented 
Environment. 
Each pattern is presented as several pages of illustrated text, using a very uni-
form structure and layout with the following components, closely following Al-
exander’s original form [Alexander 1977, p. x]. To better see how this structure 
maps onto the actual patterns, each component includes the corresponding text 
from the first pattern in the language.  
Name: A meaningful, concise name identifies the pattern and serves to build a 
vocabulary for design discussion. The first pattern, for example, is called 500 
square feet. Following Alexander’s example [Alexander 1979] like most pat-
tern books and collections do, pattern names are always written in lowercase 
small caps in this language. 
Ranking: This indicates the validity of the pattern, i.e., in how far the author be-
lieves this pattern is an exclusive option to solve the problem described. One 
star (*) means that it’s probably only one of many options; two stars (**) 
suggest that this is likely among the best of only few options to address the 
problem, while three stars (***) indicate that any problem of the described 
kind will likely include an example of this pattern in its solution. The first pat-
tern, for example, is ranked with two stars (**). 
Picture: This gives a “sensitizing” and easily understood example of the pattern 
applied, to quickly help newcomers to get a feel for what the pattern is about, 
and to set the mood for the remainder of the pattern. The first pattern has an 
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image of the Aachen Media Space, for example, to illustrate the space re-
quirements that pattern talks about. 
Context: This is a single paragraph that explains which earlier patterns the pre-
sent pattern helps to implement. It gives the designer an idea when, at which 
stage of the design process, to consider this pattern. The context references 
back to “higher-level” patterns in the language—in our case this means pat-
terns that the designer should have looked at before the current one. 
 Together with the references, the context constitutes the edges of the pattern 
language graph, while the patterns themselves are the nodes of the graph. 
Generally, context and references are forward and backward versions of the 
same link, although exceptions to this rule are sometimes made if it appears 
didactically useful; after all, the language is designed for humans, not com-
puters, so satisfying precise graph conditions does not constitute a value by it-
self in this case. 
 In our example, the pattern context says that “you are just beginning to plan 
your Augmented Environment (AE), wondering where in your building to lo-
cate it and how big it should be.” 
 After the context, the “introductory” part of the pattern is complete, and the 
“core” part of the pattern begins. This is indicated by three diamonds (♦♦♦). 
Problem: A short problem statement starts this core part, by summarizing which 
problem this pattern addresses. Since design is always a tradeoff, the state-
ment is often worded in the form of competing “forces”, or design tradeoffs. 
In our example, that statement is the following: “The bigger the AE, the 
more flexibly it can be used; but space in most institutions is severely lim-
ited.” The problem statement is always printed in boldface because together 
with the solution (also in boldface), it is the core message of each pattern. If 
you want to quickly skim a pattern language, you can usually just read the 
problem and solution statements, and you should have a good idea of what the 
patterns are about (if the language was written well). 
Examples: This is usually the longest section in a pattern. It expands upon the 
problem statement, and provides examples of existing solutions to it, or other 
empirical or theoretical background information. It is the “rationale” explain-
ing why the solution provided next is sound. It also often introduces addi-
tional recommendations that usually only come “on second thought”—or after 
the experience of having tried to solve this problem in one or more concrete 
projects. 
Solution: The solution is the single most important pattern component, generaliz-
ing the examples into a clear, but generic set of instructions that can be ap-
plied in varying situations. If you only read one sentence of each pattern, read 
this one. It is also printed in boldface. Our example pattern suggests: Reserve 
a space of at least around 500 square feet for your Augmented Environ-
ment. That size will support typical meeting activities for groups of up to 
fifteen people. 
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Diagram: While the initial photo gave a concrete example to set the scene, and 
was the visual equivalent of the “Examples” section, the diagram describes 
the solution and its constituents graphically in a simple, memorable sketch; 
abstracting from the details, it is the visual equivalent of the solution state-
ment. When going back through a pattern language you read earlier, the dia-
grams, due to their visual, iconic nature, should help you to very quickly rec-
ognize each pattern again while browsing—faster than by reading any text. 
Our sample pattern has a simple rectangular floor plan sketch with the words 
“500 square feet” written into it, reminiscent of what you would find in the 
floor plan of a building. 
 This completes the core part of each pattern, as indicated by three more dia-
monds (♦♦♦). 
References: Finally, the references point you to subsequent patterns that can be 
used to implement or flesh out the present pattern further. They are not to be 
confused with scientific references (citations) to other works. They are like 
annotated forward links to smaller-scale patterns that come later in the design 
process; the “context” links are the corresponding backlinks. You can check 
this: generally, all patterns that 500 SQUARE FEET (1) refers to in its refer-
ences, and only those, will have a link back to this pattern in their context. 
Our sample pattern has a fairly long reference section: 
 “Once the required size is determined, you should consider the right location 
for your AE—WINDOW SPACE (2). The space that the room takes up can be 
used much more efficiently if its furniture supports multiple usage scenar-
ios—FLEXIBLE FURNITURE (4) and by making mounts for unforeseen technol-
ogy to be added later available under the ceiling—CEILING GRID (5) and 
floor—RAISED FLOOR (6). The size of your room also determines how big 
your group displays have to be to be readable from anywhere in the room—
MEDIA BOARDS (7). If you plan to include noisy equipment or rear-projected 
wall displays, consider adding a shell around the room for that technology—
ROOM SHELL (12).” 
4  Pattern Reading and Writing Tips 
Much of the advice in these patterns will sound quite trivial to an expert from the 
respective traditional profession—“of course people want daylight in their envi-
ronment,” any architect will say, for example, about the pattern WINDOW SPACE 
(2). The point of this collection is to make people from outside each respective 
profession aware of these rules as well, in the interdisciplinary way that patterns 
were originally intended to be used. AEs are a new field that requires interdisci-
plinary exchange across traditional professional boundaries. Each of us has a lot 
of basics to learn in this process. 
With AEs being a fairly young field, many patterns are still really only proto-
patterns, with only one or a few examples drawn from the working experience of 
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the author, as well as other members of the RUFAE network, who authored other 
chapters in this book. 
When using the patterns in the language in order to apply them to your own 
design of an augmented environment for research or deployment, keep in mind 
the above tips about skimming problems and solution, and finding patterns again 
by diagram. It is also important to understand that patterns are not cookbook 
recipes: Usually, you will still have to make a creative design decision; the pat-
terns just help you to think about the right questions at the right time, and to 
avoid overlooking important design implications. 
After applying these patterns, or maybe based on your existing experience in 
the field, you may feel that the patterns need amendments, corrections, additional 
examples, etc. This is the best way to use this language; let it evolve, personalize 
it with your own examples from projects you and your colleagues know, change 
or drop some patterns, and add others. 
The author has guided students in writing their own patterns in a semester-
long class dedicated to HCI design patterns for several years [Borchers 2002], 
and while reading patterns is very easy (that is what they were designed to sup-
port), writing patterns is much more difficult to learn to do well. Some tips to 
keep in mind: 
• Make sure to get the abstraction level right. General “golden rules” such as 
PROVIDE FEEDBACK are very useful to analyze existing designs and explain 
problems, but as design guidance they are too generic. A good test is whether 
the pattern provides some constructive guidance as to what to do in the spe-
cific context. On the other hand, if patterns become too concrete (AVOID 
COMBOBOXES UNDER WINDOWS XP, it becomes harder to apply to different in-
terfaces, and becomes outdated as quickly as the toolkit it refers to. One test 
that may help is to see if the pattern can apply to interfaces of different mo-
dalities—not just GUIs, but also voice or gesture interfaces.  
• Get the granularity right. Often an initial pattern idea may draw in more and 
more additional advice about the topic until it becomes too large for a single 
pattern. A good limit is 2-4 book pages. Beyond that, consider drawing out 
different aspects of the solution you are proposing, and turning them into a 
connected, hierarchical set of individual patterns.  
• Pay attention to the problem statement. The problem statement often seems 
harder to write than the solution statement!  That is because the problem state-
ment forces you to really think about when your solution is applicable—and 
when it is not. If you have a hard time coming up with a good problem 
statement, you may have a one-size-fits-all solution that is not refined enough 
yet. Similar caveats apply to the context, it also helps you to consider when, 
or even if, the pattern is useful.  
• HCI Design Patterns aim to capture tried solutions to recurring design prob-
lems in interactive systems. As such, they have been shown to help especially 
newcomers to quickly get up to speed in a new interaction design area. They 
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are less effective to improve the work of seasoned professionals, because 
those experts already know most of what the pattern language suggests. Use 
this language, or your own, especially to communicate with customers, others 
outside your own discipline, and to get new team members up to speed—
much more quickly than by having them look at all the projects your company 
did over the last 20 years.  
5  About The Group 
To understand what kind of experience the following patterns represent, it is im-
portant to know from which background they’re coming—what projects have led 
to this list of patterns, and what were the environments that have been con-
structed to serve as testbed for the validity of these guidelines. 
The author has worked on technology-augmented collaborative work envi-
ronments since 1995, when he contributed to the conceptual design and setup of 
the Conference/Classroom of the Future [Mühlhäuser, Borchers, Falkowski and 
Manske 1996] in the Ars Electronica Center in Linz, Austria. Subsequently, as 
acting assistant professor at Stanford University in Terry Winograd’s Interactiv-
ity Lab, he worked on the Stanford Interactive Workspaces Project and its iRoom 
environment, in particular contributing to some of its cross-platform middleware 
applications, and initiating the iStuff project to support rapid physical prototyping 
of post-desktop interaction techniques. He was also involved in the iSpaces pro-
ject that coordinated and exchanged interactive workspace technologies between 
Stanford University and KTH Stockholm in Sweden, where the iLounge was con-
structed, and that moved iRoom technology into experimental classrooms in 
Stanford’s Wallenberg Hall building. 
When joining the CS faculty at RWTH Aachen University to establish a new 
chair in Media Computing and HCI in 2003, the experience from these projects 
led to his design of the Aachen Media Space that aimed to improve on many as-
pects of the previous spaces, in particular their flexibility, appropriateness for 
long-term use, and ability to seamlessly handle audiovisual media in addition to 
more traditional document types. The design of this space was heavily influenced 
by Jan’s continued involvement with the RUFAE research network, in particular 
through Saadi Lahlou’s and Volker Hartkopf’s work on highly flexible work-
space designs. 
The present pattern language therefore reflects the accumulated experience 
from these projects, and takes most of its concrete examples from the Aachen 
Media Space as the latest generation of these environments that the author has 
created, and is continuing to develop, with his team. However, the Aachen Media 
Space is far from finished. It is a work in progress, but it serves three purposes:  
• as a melting pot and testbed to install our own prototypes and new systems to 
support post-desktop group work on multiple media;  
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• as an everyday meeting room our group actually uses on a daily basis;  
• and as a demonstration and presentation environment to visitors interested in 
our work on augmented environments.  
Thus, using it as an example for the patterns in this language is simply based 
on observations what has worked well so far. 
The language focuses on the patterns the author considers most central. Obvi-
ously, there were many more candidates for patterns that did not make it into the 
this language because of space considerations. Some candidates were:  
Mobile Walls — Larger environments can benefit greatly in their flexibility from 
walls that can be moved around by a single person (but consider their weaker 
noise blocking qualities).  
Tackable Surfaces — Hanging up good old paper is still necessary, even in a 
hightech environment. Some wall materials will suffer when even the tiniest 
scrap of sticky tape is applied; avoid them.  
Tiling Tables — Tables with wheels really begin to shine if their surfaces can be 
folded upright to stow them against a wall with little wasted space. Check 
their robustness though.  
Autonomous Seats — Some augmented environments, like the Spaces in 
Wallenberg Hall, feature chairs that have built-in power supplies and/or net-
working access. Makes them less mobile but more convenient.  
Wired and Wireless Access — Naturally, any AE will offer WiFi access. But 
wired connectivity has its place, especially when working with large digital 
media files, streaming video presentations, and similar tasks.  
Presentation Wall — Sometimes there’s the need for something larger than a mo-
bile Media Board, but not as fancy (and immobile) as an interactive wall. A 
projection screen mounted on a stand or on a wall, with an ultra-short-throw 
projector on a table in front of it, will usually do fine. This only concerns 
larger spaces where people cannot read the Media Boards across the room 
anymore.  
Printing & Scanning — Scanning in an analog document that someone brought to 
the meeting is often a convenient feature if it is fast, fluid and seamless. A fast 
feeder scanner, or a mounted digital still camera, serving all files up for the 
AE to access, is a great addition. Printing documents, on the other hand, is 
usually better done on a networked printer in an adjacent room to avoid the 
noise and disturbance.  
Cross-Platform Support — The AE needs to handle the machines of regulars and 
visitors well independent of their operating system. Ensure access to the basic 
features such as file sharing for anyone coming to the environment with a 
minimum of hassle.  
Recovery-Oriented Computing — The middleware used in the AE should support 
graceful degradation and self-healing when individual components—even a 
central server—fail to be reachable. Stanford’s iROS, and its commercial suc-
cessor TeamSpot, are examples of such infrastructures.  
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Legacy Software Support — Even an advanced AE will face the challenge of 
visitors “just wanting to show their PowerPoint slides” in everyday use. So 
make sure your system, as advanced as it may be, does not sacrifice compati-
bility to widely used software. Not only will this save you from problems 
with visitors, but also, by supporting standard software and adding to its fea-
tures through scripting and plugin architectures, you will benefit from their 
continued evolution and development, instead of having to keep up with those 
trends through upgrades of its own.  
15 People Max. — This is a recommendation on the maximum group size using 
your AE. Not only will larger groups present problems in managing them ef-
fectively, but they will also require a larger space, and in turn larger displays 
to be readable from a distance, and the social protocols (see the pattern) tend 
to break down due to anonymity.  
Full-Time Technician — Not a design pattern, more a process recommendation. 
Experience from several different rooms, at different institutions, even coun-
tries, and over quite a few years, has confirmed that such a high-tech envi-
ronment will quickly fall apart if there is not at least the equivalent of one 
full-time technician who feels that an always-ready, always-working AE and 
related technology (videoconferencing unit, Media Boards, etc.) is their pride 
and responsibility (possibly along with maintaining the remaining infrastruc-
ture of the group owning the space). Keep this in mind when budgeting.  
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Fig. 1: The Media Space design pattern language. 
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6  The Pattern Language 
1    500 SQUARE FEET ** 
 
 
Fig. 2: The Aachen Media Space in use. 
…you are just beginning to plan your Augmented Environment (AE), wondering 
where in your building to locate it and how big it should be. 
♦♦♦  
The bigger the AE, the more flexibly it can be used; but space in most in-
stitutions is severely limited. 
 Sometimes an entire floor, department or even building is being redesigned 
from scratch, and there is enough commitment and funding to turn the entire 
space into an AE (see Hartkopf’s chapter on floor designs at CMU). But in most 
cases, the augmentation is limited to a common space such as a meeting room or 
semi-public area that all members of a team can use. The deciding factor for its 
size is the type of activities it should support. A typical meeting-room-sized 
space is the most common format; it supports one collaborative activity at the 
same time. To support multiple collaborative activities at the same time will re-
quire a much larger space to avoid distractive acoustic interference between the 
groups. 
This also means that such a room can typically support teams of around five 
full-time members, with roughly another ten infrequent visitors who come to 
some of the meetings. The tasks envisioned for spaces of this size include internal 
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presentations, brainstorming and group discussions, administrative meetings, and 
hosting external visitors and their presentations, and presenting demonstrations to 
them. 
The Stanford iRoom has 20’3" x 17’10" = 360 square feet of usable main 
room area, plus another 210 square feet occupied by rear-projection displays on 
two sides, for a total of 570 square feet (including the technology hidden behind 
walls). It also has an adjacent developer area with workstations covering another 
250 square feet. The KTH iLounge has a similar size. The Aachen Media Space 
is 8 by 6 meters, or 517 square feet. Our latest Media Spaces for the HumTec 
center at RWTH Aachen University are more varied, and will accommodate ac-
tivities of smaller and larger groups: 7 by 4.6 meters, 9.4 by 4 meters, and 5.8 by 
14 meters, or 350, 400, and 870 square feet.  
Therefore: 
Reserve a space of at least around 500 square feet for your Augmented 
Environment. That size will support typical meeting activities for groups of 
up to fifteen people.  
 
♦♦♦  
Once the required size is determined, you should consider the right location 
for your AE—WINDOW SPACE (2). The space that the room takes up can be used 
much more efficiently if its furniture supports multiple usage scenarios—
FLEXIBLE FURNITURE (4) and by making mounts for unforeseen technology to be 
added later available under the ceiling—CEILING GRID (5) and floor—RAISED 
FLOOR (6). The size of your room also determines how big your group displays 
have to be to be readable from anywhere in the room—MEDIA BOARDS (7). If you 
plan to include noisy equipment or rear-projected wall displays, consider adding 
a shell around the room for that technology—ROOM SHELL (12). … 
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Fig. 3: Daylight entering the Aachen Media Space. 
…you have determined the size of your AE—500 SQUARE FEET (1), and are won-
dering where to put it in your building. 
♦♦♦  
An AE is often added to an existing building or department, and the re-
maining available space is often unattractive with no daylight; but humans 
do not enjoy being in a space without daylight for long, especially for the 
creative activities that are supposed to happen in the AE. 
 When the Stanford iRoom was planned, the only location with enough con-
tiguous space left for it was in the basement, so it was installed there. But when 
prolonged meetings where held there, participants frequently expressed an urge 
to leave the space and continue outdoors in daylight. The space seemed fine for 
solitary, concentrated work in which one became largely oblivious to one’s sur-
roundings, but for the social activities for which it was designed, a more humane 
environment with daylight turned out to be important. 
Similar observations were made with users of the Classroom of the Future at 
the Ars Electronica Center in Linz, Austria (AEC). Short-term visitors had no 
problems with its artificially lit interior, but people staying for more than an hour 
would frequently report slight discomfort. 
As a result, the location of the Aachen Media Space was chosen such that one 
entire wall was a window front, allowing lots of daylight to enter. The users of 
this space have not reported any of the adverse symptoms observed in the other 
spaces. The EDF space in Paris also features more frequent windows.  
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Therefore: 
Make sure your AE has as much access to daylight as possible, ideally di-
rectly through windows, or at least indirectly via indoor glass panes and ceil-
ing lights.  
 
♦♦♦  
Unlimited daylight can make it hard for people to work with the technology 
in the space, so make sure to make its intensity adjustable—CONTROLLABLE 
DAYLIGHT (3). Some setups will work best with daylight coming from a different 
direction than others, so keep your interior setup moveable—FLEXIBLE 
FURNITURE (4). … 
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Fig. 4: Half-closed blinds in the Aachen Media Space. 
…you have found a space that provides daylight—WINDOW SPACE (2), but are 
wondering what kind of blinds may be necessary. 
♦♦♦  
Daylight is essential for humans to feel comfortable in a space for pro-
longed periods of time. Yet, some displays may seem to require low-light 
conditions to work best. 
 When projection technology was just becoming affordable for office use, its 
light output was often insufficient to work in daylight conditions. This has 
changed, and most projectors and screens actually work well even with indirect 
daylight on them. There is hardly any need for darkening a room for projection, 
unless the projector is underpowered for its projection surface (700 ANSI lumen 
per square meter is a good rule-of-thumb for projectors). 
The Aachen Media Space has a whole window front on one of its sides, and it 
has light, electrically controlled vertical blinds that can be opened, closed and 
turned to shield the room from direct sunlight, while still letting in some daylight.  
The environment at EDF is located in a room with an extensive glass front. 
Much of that front is shielded from daylight using heavy shutters to allow projec-
tion screens to be read easily. But there are easy ways to open those shutters from 
within the room, and an additional area high up below the ceiling can be opened 
to daylight as well. 
The Media Space at KTH Library in Stockholm also features large overhead 
daylight windows, but it is equipped with drapery that can be remotely controlled 
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from a central room controller to automatically open or close, depending on the 
usage scenario selected.  
Therefore: 
Equip your daylight windows with easily adjustable blinds. You should 
be able to close and open them fully in 10 seconds. They should allow at least 
three different settings with different daylight levels. When closed, they 
should leave the room inside light through their own color. Avoid black 
drapes.  
 
♦♦♦  
You may want to consider making the blinds electrically controllable and in-
tegrating them into the room control interface—ROOM CONTROLLER (15). But 
make sure that they close and open quickly: if you have to wait for 2 minutes be-
fore they have opened fully, nobody will bother using them much. This can be 
difficult with electrically controlled systems. … 
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Fig. 5: Moving a wall in the Augmented Environment at EDF in Paris. 
…you have determined the general size and location of your space—500 SQUARE 
FEET (1), WINDOW SPACE (2), and are beginning to think about how the room 
should be equipped with furniture. 
♦♦♦  
An AE will be used for a variety of different tasks; however, these tasks 
all require different furniture configurations to be supported as well as pos-
sible. 
 Activities that the Aachen Media Space, for example, has been used for, in-
clude internal and external research talks and presentations, brainstorming ses-
sions, group meetings to discuss progress and plan next steps on a project, dis-
cussion rounds with a mix of 5 to 10 student or faculty members, two-way and 
multipoint video conferences with one or multiple participants at both the local 
and remote end or ends, and technology demonstrations of current research pro-
jects to internal or external audiences. The other AEs built by RUFAE members 
have mostly seen a similar breadth of activities. 
Almost every single one of the above tasks, however, requires a different spa-
tial arrangement of chairs, tables, displays and other technology for optimal sup-
port. The RUFAE environments have addressed this need to varying degrees, and 
in different ways. 
The Stanford iRoom contains a large central table that includes rear-
projection, but is not moveable. Three fixed SMART Boards are built into one of 
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its walls, and a fourth, 10-Megapixel display wall into an adjacent wall. The re-
sult of this arrangement was that it supported small group discussions quite well, 
but it was difficult to use the room for presentations, as the table in the middle 
did not leave enough room for additional people to sit in front of it towards the 
wall displays. It also created a boundary that people were unlikely to cross in or-
der to engage in interaction with a wall display in collaborative work sessions 
[Gill and Borchers 2003]. The KTH iLounge followed a similar design, with an 
immobile large table in the middle of the room, and a display integrated into one 
wall. 
The spaces at EDF, CMU, and Aachen were designed to be more flexible. 
Their furniture can be moved and even folded away easily. Everything is on 
wheels and easy to move by one person alone; in Aachen, this extends not only to 
tables and chairs, but even the wall displays—MEDIA BOARDS (7). EDF even has 
a larger space with moveable walls, which can be pushed around by one person, 
yet provide perfect visual and decent sound shielding. 
The Aachen Media Space often looks a mess after a meeting, because tables 
and chair are all over the place. However, they are placed that way because when 
people came in for the activity, they grabbed a chair and a one-person table and 
wheeled them to where they wanted—which hardly ever leads to a straight, per-
fectly aligned square or similar formation. And before representative events, one 
of our staff members goes in and arranges the room to fit that event as well as 
possible in advance—which is easy because he can move everything alone and 
without effort. 
The one-person rule is critical: Not only should a table have wheels, but one 
person, male or female, with more or less physical strength, has to be able to 
move each piece of furniture with one hand, ideally even stow and unfold tables, 
because the other hand is often holding a laptop or notepad as he or she comes in. 
Anything that does not fulfill that criterion, from our experience, will not be 
moved around most of the time even when it would be beneficial to the task at 
hand. 
Tables that can not just be wheeled around but also folded up and stowed 
away easily will be somewhat less sturdy than their inflexible counterparts. So 
expect to pay significantly more for the “mobile” version of your furniture, in or-
der to get something that is built as sturdy as you need it—tables to lean or even 
sit on, for example. Good mechanics make the difference here. A clunky folding 
mechanism that gets stuck frequently will never get used and therefore will be a 
waste of your money. 
For the Aachen space, the most helpful question to ask in each step of the de-
sign and furniture was, “will this nail down any spatial aspect, the location or ori-
entation of any activity in the room? ”. When the answer was “yes”, we looked 
instead for a more flexible solution. In general, anything that would get fixed to a 
wall or ceiling or would be too heavy to move easily, was a candidate for im-
provement. Because of that rule, we have not even installed a fixed projector and 
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screen in the room, and have instead opted for moveable large screens—MEDIA 
BOARDS (7). 
Similar ideas about flexible furniture were used by the author in an earlier 
project merging future conference and classrooms [Mühlhäuser et.al. 1996].  
Therefore: 
Try not to bolt down any aspect of the room’s spatial furniture and tech-
nology arrangement. Put as much of your furniture in your AE on wheels, or 
make it otherwise easily moveable by a single person: Chairs, tables, even 
displays and other equipment. Make tables fold and stow in a corner easily, 
saving space when not in use.  
 
♦♦♦  
Putting group displays on wheels as well is a good idea—MEDIA BOARDS (7). 
… 
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5    CEILING GRID ** 
 
 
Fig. 6: The Aachen Media Space ceiling. 
…you have decided about the general size of the space—500 SQUARE FEET (1), 
and are now wondering where to run the cables that the room requires. 
♦♦♦  
AEs require a lot of cables to interconnect the technology in the room. 
But running cables across the floor is hazardous. Also, new small devices 
like additional switches, power adapters, microphones, cameras or other 
sensors are often introduced into an AE after the fact, but there is no easy 
way to mount them anywhere. 
 The Aachen Media Space features a 3-foot ceiling grid of open “cable trays” 
made from strong wire mesh. It has served to hold the initial audio cables for the 
speakers in the room—AUDIO SPACE (14), as well as addtional optical and copper 
network cables, media converters, switches, power adapters, a wireless router and 
other parts introduced to the environment as technology progresses. Having this 
easily accessible structure under the ceiling makes it much more likely that new 
technologies are installed promptly, without requiring any construction work or 
drilling holes. It also helps to get technology off the floor, reduzing tripping haz-
ards and extending the life span of cables. All the time, this grid usually remains 
unnoticed by people using the room, making the technology hide from their con-
science. 
The space at EDF features a similar grid.  
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Therefore: 
Put a wire mesh grid under the ceiling of your AE, at about a 3-ft raster, 
to have a quick way to attach or hold cables and small devices installed in 
the room.  
 
♦♦♦  
The grid is a good place to hold, for example, cables for room speakers—
AUDIO SPACE (14) … 
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6    RAISED FLOOR * 
 
 
Fig. 7: An open floor panel in the Aachen Media Space. The entire panel including the 
floorbox can be moved. 
…you have decided on the overall size of your room—500 SQUARE FEET (1), and 
are wondering where to put the cabling, switches, and related technology infra-
structure. 
♦♦♦  
Users in an AE want access to power and networking where they sit. 
Floorboxes are a natural choice for this. But in a flexible space, people end 
up moving their chairs and desks into many different spatial arrangements. 
Even with wireless networking, users will usually still want access to power 
for their laptop or other personal devices, especially when presenting or in 
longer sessions. 
 An elegant solution to this problem is a raised floor. The EDF lab features a 
reconfigurable raised floor with tiles that can be taken out completely. Most ma-
jor cabling is done in the raised floor. The Stanford iRoom uses a similar ar-
rangement, although it is less accessible due to the immobile furniture. 
The Aachen Media Space also features a raised floor, and here the tiles are 
not only removable, but the tiles with floorboxes in them can actually be discon-
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nected completely, allowing users to even move the floorboxes around, e.g., to 
cluster power and fast networking access points in a corner of a room to set up a 
cluster of computers or neighboring displays. The connections providing power 
and networking to the floorboxes are numerous, long and flexible enough to be 
moved elsewhere in the room before being re-connected to the floorbox at the 
new position. 
Floorboxes, even when they are completely flush with the ground as in the 
Media Space, always constitute a tripping hazard when cables protrude from 
them. However, with moveable floorboxes this risk can be reduced: The floor-
boxes will end up spread out across the Media Space floor in an arrangement that 
best fits its current typical layout. For example, we have moved one floorbox 
each directly beneath where we typically have our Media Boards, thus moving 
their power connection out of the way. 
The floorboxes ideally contain mains power and Ethernet ports. They can also 
have rolled-up Ethernet cables inside to save users from having to find those 
elsewhere. Or, if the users have fairly homogeneous technology (as is the case in 
the Media Space), power adapters for the standard laptop brand (Apple in our 
case) can be put right into each floorbox, simplifying the most frequent access 
needs even further. 
Note that you’ll have to work with your institution’s safety department to en-
sure that fire safety regulations are being followed (you may need to install sepa-
rate smoke or heat detectors in the floor), and that electrical safety standards are 
met if floorboxes are unpluggable. 
Therefore: 
Raise your floor by about 1ft (30cm), and put power and networking ca-
bles/switches into the raised floor. Provide power and network outlets at 
floorboxes, at least one every 5ft (1.5m) in each direction, and make them 
moveable to accommodate future spatial configuration needs. Make the 
floorboxes deep enough to be able to include network cables and power 
adapters inside the floor boxes.  
 
♦♦♦  
This is a basic pattern with no further references within this language. 
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7    MEDIA BOARDS * 
 
 
Fig. 8: A media board in the Aachen Media Space. 
…you have determined the basic furniture to be put into your AE, and decided to 
make it as flexible as possible—FLEXIBLE FURNITURE (4). You are now thinking 
about the right display technology to go with this design. 
♦♦♦  
Any computer-supported group activity greatly benefits from large, 
shared display surfaces that can also be sketched upon and interacted with. 
However, projectors and projection screens are noisy and hard to move 
around quickly. 
 Groups need group displays. We have all huddled over a laptop with others, 
or squinted at it from across the table at some point to see what someone is trying 
to show us, and it’s not a very productive spatial arrangement. 
The most frequent solution to this problem are projectors. They are cheap, can 
project large images (if they have strong lamps and short-throw lenses), are easy 
to carry around, and can project on a white wall if necessary. However, projectors 
have a few drawbacks: First, they invariably include a fan that will create back-
ground noise in the room unless shielded from the users. Second, even though 
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they are quick to move, setting them up and aligning them for good projection 
takes time, breaking the flow of a meeting. Third, when portable, the projection is 
usually from the front, and the presenter will often have to look into the lens, and 
cast a shadow. Projecting from the rear solves that problem, but this only works 
where there is a special rear-projection screen surface installed, takes up space 
behind the screen, and provides only narrower viewing angles. Finally, projectors 
usually require a cooldown time before disconnected from power, further slowing 
down any quick reconfigurations. 
The Aachen Media Space instead features four moveable, interactive forty-
inch displays. We called them Media Boards because they serve to interact with 
different media types: They let users project and interact with on-screen presenta-
tions, a web browser, other desktop applications, or special whiteboarding soft-
ware. Each is constructed from an LCD screen with a touch-sensitive SMART 
Board overlay that lets users use their fingers or passive plastic pens to point and 
write on the board. The board is mounted on a mobile four-wheel stand that bal-
ances the weight of the screen to prevent the board from toppling over when it is 
being moved. A laptop is placed on a separate shelf under the display, providing 
a keyboard when needed, and (thanks to its battery) allowing the board to be 
moved around with power disconnected without having to reboot the computer. 
A second shelf can be attached to hold, for example, a portable video 
conferencing unit. The display can be adjusted in its height to serve different pur-
poses, such as presentations (at standing height) and video conferences (at sitting 
height). Local speakers are mounted on the outer ends above the display. Thanks 
to wireless networking and a power strip and cable mounting grid at the back of 
the stand, the only cable going away from the display into the ground is a single 
power cord. Separate ethernet, DVI, VGA and audio cables are rolled up at the 
back of the stand to quickly connect other sources such as a visitor’s laptop or 
demo machine when needed. 
Plasma displays are less suitable for use in Media Boards than LCD screens, 
because they are heavier, typically require integrated fans for cooling—SILENT 
TECHNOLOGY (13), they suffer from burn-in problems with static content (unlike 
LCDs) and brightness loss over time, and their higher contrast is not crucial for 
the typical work tasks and lighting conditions in AEs.  
Therefore: 
Provide mobile LCD screens at least 40 inches in diameter, complete with 
a hooked-up laptop and optional connections for external sources, with 
speakers and on a stand that can be wheeled around and is height-
adjustable, with a single power cord to plug in for use.  
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♦♦♦  
As display technology advances, equipping entire walls and even whole 
rooms wall-to-wall with interactive display surfaces INTERACTIVE WALL (8) is 
gradually becoming affordable. But even in such environments, moveable dis-
plays are useful, as any area in the room (not just along the walls) can be picked 
to display and interact with information. The flexibility rule suggests providing 
display space as a commodity, easily made available wherever it is needed at the 
moment. Note that without a heavy counterweight, it’s impossible not to have the 
stand reach out beyond the front of the screen. One thing to keep in mind, then, 
when choosing a stand is that people will want to walk up to the display to use it, 
so its feet should not get into the way. Also, the displays may need to be pushed 
together as closely as possible for certain multi-screen scenarios. If the screens 
are to be tilted slightly towards each other when standing beside each other, then 
make sure that the wheels and sides of the display stand do not get in the way to 
do so at the required angle. Feet that can be turned towards the inside or outside 
can help to minimize the impact of this for different scenarios. The forty-inch 
size of the existing Media Boards in Aachen is sufficient for small group interac-
tion, although it can sometimes be taxing to view smaller details in presentations 
on them from all across the room. Affordable LCD screen sizes are continuing to 
increase, however, and sixty-inch screens will be more than sufficient for a typi-
cal-size augmented meeting room—500 SQUARE FEET (1). 
As with all technology, ensure that your boards don’t create distracting noise 
through fans or transformers—SILENT TECHNOLOGY (13). If you need to consider 
projectors, choose a rear projection setup—REAR PROJECTION (11). You may be 
able to address space requirements and remaining noise problems of this arrang-
ment better if you put it behind interior room walls—ROOM SHELL (12). A height-
adjustable media board will work well for room-scale videoconferencing—ROOM 
CONFERENCING (10). 
For some tasks, a horizontal display may be better suited, especially in addi-
tion to wall displays—INTERACTIVE TABLE (9). The Media Boards should be con-
trollable from a web page and dedicated mobile device in the room—ROOM 
CONTROLLER (15). … 
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8    INTERACTIVE WALL * 
 
 
Fig. 9: The DynaWall® by Norbert Streitz’ group. 
…you are deciding on the display technology to put into the AE. You are either 
planning to turn all walls into display surfaces, or you know that the AE will have 
only a few, clearly defined, constant tasks. Or maybe you need a resolution 
higher than what mobile displays can provide. Because of this, you have decided 
to look into a static installation of display technology instead of, or in addition to, 
using movable interactive group displays—MEDIA BOARDS (7). 
♦♦♦  
Groups need group displays to work with digital data, and complex in-
formation requires lots of screen real estate; however, standard displays 
come in small sizes and low resolution 
 Large interactive walls have a big benefit over smaller, mobile displays in 
that they can display more context and detail at the same time. Walls also are 
more appropriate than tables for many tasks since they provide a common, easy-
to-read vertical perspective on the contents for all users in a collaborative group, 
whereas tables will need to provide special mechanisms to re-orient content for 
different users around the table—INTERACTIVE TABLE (9). 
The Darmstadt IPSI environment featured one of the earliest interactive walls, 
the DynaWall® [Streitz, Geißler, Holmer, Konomi, Müller-Tomfelde, Reischl, 
Rexroth, Seitz and Steinmetz 1999], made up from three rear-projected large 
touch screens built side-by-side into a wall. The Stanford iRoom featured a very 
similar setup, using three SMART Boards. It was augmented by a fourth, large 
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10-megapixel display made from 4x3 standard projectors hooked up to a render-
ing cluster [Guimbretière, Stone and Winograd 2001], with software focusing on 
brainstorming activities. The three-display iRoom design was subsequently 
adopted in the design of the Wallenberg Hall interactive learning spaces at Stan-
ford.The iLounge at KTH and the EDF space in Paris also have one wall with a 
large built-in projection which is usually where presentations are being shown. 
More recent interactive wall work from the IPSI group includes the InfoRiver and 
Hello.Wall [Streitz, Magerkurth, Prante and Röcker 2005] that also focus on in-
formal group communication. 
There is not much use for a gigantic screen (beyond around 40 inches) in a 
meeting room unless its resolution also goes well beyond 1024x768. Some large 
displays feature high resolution already, another option is to tile smaller standard 
displays together into a large, smooth surface. Aim for very small seams between 
tiles for visual continuity in this case. A good target resolution is at least 60 dpi, 
which is close to the 72 dpi of traditional desktop monitors. 
Making such surfaces interactive usually required attaching an external sensor 
system (such as an eBeam® or Mimio® system) to the display, which then 
sensed touch via special pens. Alternatively, touchscreens such as SMART 
Boards can be tiled, with the advantage of supporting bare finger input. More re-
cently, infrared light has been used successfully to accurately detect multiple-
finger touch on rear-projected surfaces [Han 2005] and on flat LCD screens 
[Hodges, Izadi, Butler, Rrustemi and Buxton 2007], opening up the potential for 
more natural interaction gestures.  
Therefore: 
Include a wall-size display in your AE. Make it rear-projected or use 
LCD screens. If budget allows, aim for a pixel resolution of at least 60 dpi, if 
necessary by tiling multiple smaller displays with as small seems as possible. 
Make the surface interactive with at least 1mm resolution to allow for touch 
input and sketching, if possible with multi-touch support.  
 
♦♦♦  
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Middleware can link independent displays together to effectively provide a 
larger, contiguous display to the user—COLLOCATED GROUP SERVICES (18). This 
software can help integrate multiple small mounted screens into an interactive 
wall, or to combine mobile displays into one. Like the Media Boards, the Interac-
tive Wall should be controllable from a web page and dedicated mobile device in 
the room—ROOM CONTROLLER (15). If projectors must be used, consider project-
ing from behind the wall—REAR PROJECTION (11), and/or putting the wall tech-
nology into a space behind the room’s interior wall—ROOM SHELL (12). … 
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9    INTERACTIVE TABLE ** 
 
 
Fig. 10: The multitouch table, designed by David Holman from the author’s Media Com-
puting Group, in use at a research exhibition. 
…you have decided on your vertical display space—MEDIA BOARDS (7), but are 
considering the need for horizontal display surfaces as well. 
♦♦♦  
Some activities, such as collaborative photo sorting and analysis, are best 
done by a group around a table. However, traditional laptop or wall displays 
do not lend themselves well to this situation 
 Streitz et al. created a touch-sensitive table as part of their Roomware® re-
search and product development. [Streitz et al. 1999]. The Stanford iRoom in-
cluded a table, but it was immobile, with its rear-projection built into the raised 
floor. The KTH iLounge also featured a fixed table in the middle of the room. 
More recently, the author’s Media Computing Group has built multitouch-
sensitive tables that use rear projection and afford more natural interactions with 
multiple fingers and hands. This technology has been used, for example, in a 
multitouch table exhibit for a Dutch children’s museum. Microsoft’s Surface pro-
ject builds on these ideas to create a commercially viable multitouch table. 
The big caveat with tables is their inherent orientation. Reading text together 
is much harder around a table than on a shared wall display. The direct interac-
tion with artifacts that would also be shuffled around on a real table, however 
(such as photos), is a big plus, especially if the table is multitouch-enabled (sin-
gle-touch inhibits the natural parallelism and overlap of collaborative human ac-
tivity). Toolkits such as DiamondSpin [Shen, Vernier, Forlines and Ringel 2004] 
allow for easier development of rotation-enabled interfaces. 
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The second issue with tables is their immobility. Heavy technology such as a 
large, possibly stationary rear projection system should be avoided. Small projec-
tors, or LCD screens are a better choice to keep the table moveable.  
Therefore: 
Consider adding an interactive group table to your room, especially if 
you are interested in this topic for research purposes. Choose a design that 
remains mobile and that is supported through software libraries to develop 
and run the somewhat idiosyncratic UIs required for it.  
 
♦♦♦  
Table users are very close to the table, in order to reach its surface. Because 
of this, it is important that the table does not create unnecessary noise, e.g., 
through fans in its rear projector or the connected computer—SILENT 
TECHNOLOGY (13). … 
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10    ROOM CONFERENCING ** 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Users in front of a Polycom videoconferencing unit. 
…you are putting together the list of services and technologies to put into your 
AE—MEDIA BOARDS (7), and are thinking about video conferencing connectivity 
to the outside world. 
♦♦♦  
Today, video conferencing is used regularly to avoid having to fly people 
around the globe. However, users often report inadequate audio and video 
quality, and an overall unsatisfying experience when using simple videocon-
ferencing solutions 
 It is vital to distinguish between two groups of systems. They both provide a 
live audio/video link between two sites, but their intended use is fundamentally 
different:  
Personal, or Desktop Videoconferencing Systems: These are typically software 
solutions that use the processing power, display and speakers of a desktop or 
laptop computer with an attached camera and microphone (or a headset). 
They often even support application or document sharing across the video 
link. Examples include Apple’s iChat A/V that comes free with their operat-
ing system, or Polycom’s PVX® software. They are designed to capture one 
person’s audio and video input well. This is their important limitation: As 
soon as a group of people in one place tries to use these systems, they begin to 
break down due to lower video resolution, insufficient room characteristics of 
microphones and limited echo cancellation.  
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Room Videoconferencing Systems: Their optical camera quality, video resolution 
(moving to HD as of this writing) and compression technology, microphone 
design, echo cancellation and audio processing (all done in hardware) are de-
signed to handle multiple speakers in the same room on the system’s end. 
They feature locally and remotely controllable cameras, multiple micro-
phones, and web streaming interfaces for additional passive participants. 
Prices for high-end systems lie in the $10k range. A current example is Poly-
com’s VSX® 7000 system.  
 
Getting a desktop system for budget reasons when a room system would have 
been needed is a certain recipe for failure when trying to use the technology con-
structively. 
For best eye contact, lower the screen showing the remote participants so that 
their eyes on-screen are at eye level of the local participants (around 4 feet high), 
and mount the video camera directly above the upper edge of the screen. If the 
system provides a picture-in-picture feedback view of its own local camera im-
age, enable it to allow participants to notice when they are off-screen, for exam-
ple. Place that view at the top center of the screen if possible, immediately under 
the camera. 
If frequent collaborators are already known, then the system should be chosen 
to be compatible with existing technology on the other end. The camera should 
always be as close as possible to the top of the screen for best mutual eye contact. 
The Media Board or other screen should be lowered so that participants see eye-
to-eye. 
Therefore: 
Provide a portable but high-end room videoconferencing system of ade-
quate quality for the size of your AE. Put it on top of a MediaBoard screen 
lowered to sitting eye height, so it can be moved easily.  
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♦♦♦  
This is a basic pattern with no further references within this language. 
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11    REAR PROJECTION ** 
 
 
Fig. 12: SMART Board with rear projection. (Image copyright 2001–2008 SMART Tech-
nologies ULC. All rights reserved.) 
…you are planning the outfitting of your AE with displays–MEDIA BOARDS (7), 
INTERACTIVE WALL (8), and are wondering whether to use front- or rear projec-
tion for your projector-based setups. 
♦♦♦  
Projectors, even short-throw systems, need a certain distance from the 
screen. However, in an AE users should be able to interact with displays by 
touching them, in which case they are directly in front of the display and in 
the projector’s path, casting shadows just where they are working. 
 Many systems have recognized this problem and opted for rear projection, 
such as our conducting exhibits [Borchers, Lee, Samminger and Mühlhäuser 
2004], even when the user is not directly touching the display. The reason is that 
rear projection reaches higher display contrast than front projection, improving 
the visual quality of the interface. 
With interactive surfaces, many solutions such a SMART Technologies’ rear-
projection SMART Boards, opt for rear projection to avoid shadows on the sur-
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face. If there is no space for rear projection, an ultra-short-throw front projection 
(projection distance to projection width «1) can be used. 
A more elegant solution may be using an LCD screen, as it does not bring the 
depth requirements with it (or noise problems) that rear projection has. Therefore, 
rear projection is usually chosen when relatively low resolution, but a large pro-
jection area are needed. 
Rear projection does not mean that the projection needs to be mounted in a 
fixed wall, as the movable SMART Boards demonstrate. In any case, the rear-
projection housing may serve to shield some of the projector’s noise. 
Therefore: 
If projectors must be used in an AE, use rear projection for shadow-free 
operation, better contrast, and somewhat less noise.  
 
♦♦♦  
This is a basic pattern with no further references within this language. 
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12    ROOM SHELL  
 
 
 
Fig. 13: Layout of the Stanford iRoom. Note the shell spaces for rear-projection technol-
ogy along the top and left sides of the main room. 
…you have decided on the size of your interior space—500 SQUARE FEET (1), and 
on what display technologies you intend to provide—MEDIA BOARDS (7), 
INTERACTIVE WALL (8). You are now wondering where to put the extra technol-
ogy required. 
♦♦♦  
AEs require additional computers, amplifiers, and similar technology 
that normal workspaces do not feature in the same amount. However, there 
is usually not enough space to put that technology into the room itself, and it 
may constitute a noise problem; on the other hand, the technology has to be 
close to the room because of cable length limitations and the need to access 
the technology when problems arise. 
 This conflict was addressed in the Stanford iRoom by putting an entire shell 
around two sides of the room. That shell was deep enough to house rear projected 
screens, and even opened up towards a developer space on one side. 
The KTH iLounge used a similar approach, putting much of its technology 
behind a rounded inner “cocoon” that was used by the participants as meeting 
space. 
The raised floor in the Aachen Media Space can be seen as a shell, but its de-
sign without projectors and noisy technology removed the need for such a shell, 
which in turn left more space for the actual room itself.  
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At UCSD's Distributed Cognition and Human-Computer Interaction Lab, a 
space adjacent to their meeting environment both houses the rear projection and 
provides additional storage space for technology. 
At EDF France's LDC space in Paris, the raised floor also serves as a shell, 
providing space for various infrastructure technology. It is also air-conditioned, 
with adjustabe floor outlets, providing the flexibility that moveable walls and 
furniture require. 
Therefore: 
If rear-projected screens are needed inside the walls, or noisy technology 
needs to be stowed away while still being accessible, and your AE does not 
become too small by this, consider closing off a secondary space, about 4ft 
deep, around one or more of the walls of your AE.  
 
♦♦♦  
This is a basic pattern with no further references within this language. 
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13    SILENT TECHNOLOGY ** 
 
 
Fig. 14: A computer fan. 
…you have decided on your overall devices to put into your AE, such as dis-
plays—MEDIA BOARDS (7), INTERACTIVE WALL (8), INTERACTIVE TABLE (9)— 
and are selecting particular models and technologies 
♦♦♦  
Background noise elevates stress levels and is detrimental to users’ 
health, ability to concentrate, and productivity. However, AEs require a lot 
of technology to be integrated into the space that users work in. 
 Desktop computers and towers, projectors, plasma displays, external hard 
drives, and many other devices today contain fans for cooling or otherwise pro-
duce noticeable noise levels. Even these low noise levels have been shown to in-
troduce stress to people in the environment.  
To avoid these factors, selecting the right technologies is the most helpful 
step. For example, unlike projectors, LCD screens are silent because they have no 
fans. Laptops, unlike desktop or tower computers, will run without their fans 
spinning up for most of the time, and can easily master most tasks in AEs today. 
Even within a given technology, there are sometimes huge differences in 
noise levels between competing products. It pays to check for the dB level rat-
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ings. And especially hard drives can develop whining noises with age, so ex-
change them after two to three years. 
The equipment in the Aachen Media Space, for example, was selected to con-
tain not a single constantly running fan, mostly by choosing LCD screens over 
projectors, and laptops over stationary machines.  
Therefore: 
Keep the noise level added by the technology to a minimum, by avoiding 
equipment with constantly running cooling fans, drives, or other noisy me-
chanics.  
 
♦♦♦  
If noisy equipment is unavoidable, consider shielding it inside larger encas-
ing, or behind a wall—ROOM SHELL (12). Of course, the original position of the 
room would have to support a quiet environment to begin with—WINDOW SPACE 
(2). Also have an eye (or rather ear) on any airconditioning system in the room. 
… 
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14    AUDIO SPACE * 
 
 
Fig. 15: One of the eight speakers around the Aachen Media Space. 
…you have settled on the furniture and display equipment—MEDIA BOARDS (7), 
INTERACTIVE WALL (8), and are now thinking about the audio side of your setup. 
♦♦♦  
Laptops and stationary machines will often need to play back audio for 
the participants in the room, but running audio cables across the room is an 
unsatisfying solution. 
 An early part of the software development going into the Aachen Media 
Space was the AudioSpace software, originally developed for Mac OS X 10.3 by 
Stefan Werner in a co-advised diploma thesis [Werner 2005]. It consisted of two 
parts: You installed a client-side driver on your laptop that would let you choose 
a new virtual audio output to direct your audio to. This driver would not play 
back your audio, but instead package it up and send it via a TCP network connec-
tion to the AudioSpace server application. The server would unpack the data and 
play it back via its local audio interface, typically connected to the PA system in 
the room you’re in. The result: Anybody in the room could play audio using the 
room audio system, from their laptops, without any audio cabling to the laptops 
required. 
Other software exists that allows for a similar wireless audio link. The down-
side, in all cases, is of course that software needs to be installed on each machine 
that wishes to participate; but the advantage of cable-free access to room audio is 
quite significant.  
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Therefore: 
Make software available for machines in the AE to wirelessly send their 
audio output to a room audio system.  
 
♦♦♦  
This functionality could be wrapped into the general software required to 
connect to the room infrastructure—COLLOCATED GROUP SERVICES (18), and con-
trol could be offered via a mobile device—ROOM CONTROLLER (15). … 
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15    ROOM CONTROLLER ** 
 
 
Fig. 16: The UI for a tablet- or PDA-size room controller, showing a room layout with 
lights, projectors etc., to control the Stanford iRoom. 
…you have settled on the interactive technology to be installed in the AE—
CONTROLLABLE DAYLIGHT (3), MEDIA BOARDS (7), INTERACTIVE WALL (8), 
INTERACTIVE TABLE (9), AUDIO SPACE (14). Now you need to design a way for 
users of the room to control the technology. 
♦♦♦  
Technology added to a work environment often dictates its own, proprie-
tary user interface through its physical design, and is usually only controlla-
ble locally at the device, or through a single physical remote control. How-
ever, users think in different, more space- and task-oriented ways when 
trying to operate this technology, and want to operate it wherever they are in 
the room. 
 In the Stanford iRoom, three projectors, a high-resolution projection wall, a 
rear-projected table and multiple ceiling lights had to be operated in order to get 
the room into a particular state. To achieve this from anywhere in the room, their 
proprietary control interfaces were adapted to a TCP-based protocol, and a 
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graphical user interface showing all devices in a simplified floorplan of the room 
was generated as an interactive web page. Any browser could open that page, and 
it was adaptable to displays of different form factors (such as mobile devices), 
but it was also displayed on a dedicated wireless tablet PC that was always avail-
able in the room. This allowed users to grab the device or have it passed to them 
when they wished to change something, with everybody else realizing what was 
going on.  
Therefore: 
Make sure your devices are controllable via a standard, open protocol 
such as serial or TCP/IP communication. Provide a graphical spatial floor 
map that shows where your interactive devices are situated in the AE, and 
that lets the user operate the devices from this map. Create the floor map 
from a service description so that it can be adapted to different display sizes 
and UI form factors, and so that it can dynamically change as new devices 
become available. Make the map displayable on any browser, but also pro-
vide a dedicated mobile touch display in the room that always shows this 
map.  
 
♦♦♦  
The room controller requires the room technology to be accessible via the 
network—EVENT NETWORKING (17). It can be a good representation for the uni-
fied interface to the room and its services—OVERFACE (19). Its usage, as with all 
other technology in the environment, should not get into the way—SOCIAL 
PROTOCOL (16). … 
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Figure 17: Passing on a mouse for a group display. 
…you have picked your hardware to control the room and its services—ROOM 
CONTROLLER (15), and now need to decide how the technology is operated by the 
users. 
♦♦♦  
Interactive technology likes to be told when something happens or when 
it is supposed to do something. But people easily forget that extra step, espe-
cially when in the middle of a high-energy brainstorming session. 
 A research video by MIT once showed a group of researchers having a meet-
ing around the table, and the room was “listening in” on the conversation going 
on. Whenever a certain point was reached, such as deciding to add a new item to 
the agenda, or delegating a task to a member in the room, everybody had to shut 
up, and the moderator would speak the corresponding commands for the com-
puter to keep up with what was going on. It was the worst group support interface 
imaginable. 
Good group support software follows what’s going on in the room as good as 
it can, trying to detect from a variety of sensors, models, and other input what the 
current activity and actors are, and then takes initiative on a simple, reliable level 
to help the actors, without presuming to understand more than it can. 
Computer scientists will argue that deriving this information from sensor val-
ues is not reliable, so the computer needs clear commands in order not to do 
something wrong. This is perfectly true in distributed settings with low band-
width for human communication: If user A decides to pass control over the 
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shared mouse cursor to remote user B in a shared application, he usually has to 
click a button to do so. 
In a collocated setting of an AE, an enormous advantage comes to the help of 
the system: social protocol. The people in the room can see and hear each other. 
If one person is controlling the mouse cursor using their laptop, and someone else 
wants to take over with their own laptop, they will just say so. The computer does 
not need to understand this verbal command, nor does he need to lock the cursor 
for everybody else but one user at a time: It can simply accept cursor movement 
from everybody in the room; if there’s a conflict of concurrent access, the users 
will quickly and easily notice and resolve it among themselves. This approach, on 
the other hand, saves the users having to send explicit messages each time they 
wish to pass control of that cursor to someone else, making the interaction much 
more fluid. 
Examples include the design of the interaction for the iRoom’s remote cursor 
control that allows “mouse fights” to occur, simply always using the last coordi-
nate received; or its iClipboard feature that lets people cut and paste in a single 
shared clipboard for the room.  
Winograd et al., in their chapter elsewhere in this book, reflect on this concept 
by suggesting room infrastructure in which "...users and social conventions in an 
environment take responsibility for actions, and the system infrastructure is re-
sponsible for providing a fluid means to execute those actions." 
Therefore: 
Do not put unnecessary protocols into place that are aimed at avoiding 
overlapping access to technology, if that collision can be easily noticed and 
fixed by the users through social interaction. If a user issues a social protocol 
act, such as passing a wireless mouse to someone else, never require an addi-
tional repetitive step from the user to tell the room what he just did for eve-
ryone else to clearly see.  
 
♦♦♦  
This is a basic pattern with no further references within this language. 
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Fig. 18: The flow of events from input devices and applications, through a central net-
worked event management (EventHeap) and mapping (PatchPanel) service, to the appro-
priate output applications and devices. 
…you have installed your hardware and made OS choices. Now it is time to think 
about the middleware to let your users collaborate fluidly in the AE. 
♦♦♦  
It is easy to link computers over a data network and send data using ap-
plication-specific protocols. However, in an AE the machines, operating sys-
tems and applications must exchange information about events occurring on 
them in a more general and useful way. 
 One of the key principles in any operating system that supports interactive 
applications is event processing—button clicks on a mouse are passed via drivers 
into system-wide queues, where they are ordered, prioritized, and then distributed 
to their target application, typically depending on which application has the input 
focus at the moment. This mechanism has been highly optimized in modern op-
erating systems, to ensure immediate feedback and continuous control for the 
user. 
AEs require a similar mechanism, but now at the level of communication 
across multiple computers and operating systems. This means that everything 
needs to be internet-controllable, from devices such as projectors, speakers, and 
lamps, to applications such as presentation and brainstorming apps. For example, 
the Stanford iRoom and KTH iLounge were equipped with projectors that could 
be turned on and off via web-based interfaces. Scripting interfaces for applica-
tions such as PowerPoint were used to provide remote control of presentations. 
The standard will most likely be a TCP/IP-based protocol, usually via a web 
interface. But it can also be another technology such as Bluetooth, or a mix of 
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these. The important thing is that all components in the room support being set up 
and controlled via events.  
 
Therefore: 
Provide each technology component in your AE with a control interface 
using an open networking standard.  
 
♦♦♦  
Once devices and applications can be controlled via events, you can create 
services based on that infrastructure—COLLOCATED GROUP SERVICES (18) … 
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Fig. 19: Users collaborating in a TeamSpot™. (Image copyright 2004–2008, TideBreak™, 
Inc. All rights reserved.) 
…you have found a way to send information about events between your room 
components in a meaningful and practical way—EVENT NETWORKING (17), and 
prepared the room to share media between participants—INTERACTIVE WALL (8), 
AUDIO SPACE (14). Now you need to decide on what services to build on top of 
this infrastructure. 
♦♦♦  
Today’s operating systems and applications make working alone quite ef-
fective, but in an AE the group will want to work on information together, 
with frequent exchanges of digital information between the participants—
and this is badly supported in today’s standalone systems. 
 The Stanford Interactive Workspaces project tackled this problem by devel-
oping a robust, fault-tolerant middleware that built on the concept of the Event 
Heap, a tuplespace with publish-subscribe semantics (see [Borchers, Ringel, Ty-
ler and Fox 2002] or Winograd’s chapter for details). It allowed applications to 
send or subscribe to particular events, enabling applications, devices and services 
to talk to each other. Its loose coupling allowed individual components to discon-
nect without disrupting the remaining network. 
On top of this, the software provided easy ways for room users to move their 
mouse cursor from their own laptop up to a shared screen in the room, with key-
board input following along. The package also enabled quick and easy sharing of 
URLs and arbitrary files or text and graphics clippings between people in the 
room that had the client software installed. An important principle of these tools 
promoted in part by the author was the use of core features such as copying and 
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pasting between computers without having to remember any new commands or 
keyboard shortcuts, instead simply using the existing commands and shortcuts for 
the expanded functionality. 
The software was successful enough to be turned into a commercial product, 
TeamSpot, based on the same principles, that has since added screen sharing, full 
cross-platform support, and many additional features and improvements to the 
mix. 
Since then, other software packages have developed similar ideas, though 
usually not as comprehensive. One example is DropCopy (http://10base-
t.com/software/macintosh/dropcopy.html) for quick sharing of files between 
Macs and iPhones.  
Therefore: 
Provide seamless means for users of your AE to move files, text snippets, 
graphics and other media, URLs, and entire screen contents around the 
room to other personal laptops or shared displays.  
 
 
♦♦♦  
This is a basic pattern with no further references within this language. 
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Fig. 20: In the i-LAND® environment, windows are crossing screens and machines, and 
users work with a seamless interface [Streitz, Tandler, Müller-Tomfelde, Konomi 2001]. 
…you have chosen what devices and services to make available in your AE, and 
are trying to come up with a good user interface representation to control every-
thing—ROOM CONTROLLER (15). 
♦♦♦  
People working in an AE tend to think of the environment and its com-
puting services as a single, coherent entity. However, today’s Personal Com-
puters and their operating systems and applications are designed around a 
single-person interaction model. 
 The iRoom provided a web-based interface to control the entire room, and al-
lowed for task-centered actions such as “make the room ready for a meeting” to 
be set up as commands, which would have turned on lights and projectors, 
launched certain applications, and brought up appropriate work documents and 
web pages. 
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At one point, we created a “Start the Room” button using our iStuff toolkit 
[Borchers, Ringel, Tyler and Fox 2002] that could simply be tacked to a wall near 
the entrance and would complete this setup procedure when pressed.  
 
 
Therefore: 
Give the user the illusion that he is interacting with a single, coherent 
user interface, not with an assortment of individual systems with different 
rules, metaphors and conceptual models.  
 
♦♦♦  
This is a basic pattern with no further references within this language. 
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